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Personalized Dressing Assistance
User-specific model, dynamically adjusts to user’s position

Help users with limited upper body mobility

Not only assist, but also rehabilitate

Allow for greater independence



Personalized Dressing Assistance
Baxter

Xtion PRO Camera

Sleeveless jacket

Gaussian mixture model



Prior work of Personal Robotics Lab



Personalized Approach
Collect training data

Real-time upper body pose



Collecting data
Defined eight regions of upper body

Left/right shoulder

Left/ right upper arm

Left/ right forearm

Left/ right hand







Personalized Approach- Training Phase 
System: broke into regions of body, 

Collected over 3,000 RGB and depth images to train models on 

Labeled images for training 

Nearest neighbor and Randomized Decision Forest



Personalized Approach- Training Phase 
Filtered outliers

Measured mean of 2D coords for each body part

Convert to 3D coords with depth info in camera coords



Testing Data
Classify every pixel

Use randomised decision tree

2D coords of each body part

Convert to 3D coords with depth info



User modeling
Model upper body range of movement 

Problem: can’t model range with static 3D coordinates

Solution: Use GMM to find range

Flexibility weight for joint:

Reaching without difficulty region

Reaching with difficulty region



Robot motion planning procedures



Personalized Dressing Assistance
Goal positions of robot updated based on real-time upper body pose

Use MoveIt! And ROS for motion planning



Safeguards
Robot arms separated to avoid self-collision

Robot arm blocks depth camera

→ position isn’t recalculated between steps



Video of Personalized Assistant Robot

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ0X2E3Y6Ls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ0X2E3Y6Ls
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ0X2E3Y6Ls


Movements to generate data





Evaluation of approach
More images→ greater accuracy

Greater depth also improves

Overall reached 85.53% accuracy



Most recent research 
2016 Iterative Path Optimisation for 
Personalised Dressing Assistance using 
Vision and Force Information 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfeNms7f6t4 

March 2015-2019: PAL (Personal Assistant 
for healthy lifestyle) to personalize 
assistance for children with diabetes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfeNms7f6t4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfeNms7f6t4

